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The purpose of this study was to develop guidelines for a program
of Instruction for printing education. The guidelines were derived by
researching nine categories which posed questions about the methods,
procedures, and philosophies possibly used in printing .education. The
categories were developed using the premise that high school students
should be permitted the opportunity to obtain an overview of the printing
industry as it exists today and as it may exist in the future. A program
of this design should probably include areas of science, business, and
technology as they relate to the printing industry.
Personal interviews with high school printing teachers, faculty
members of the School of Printing, Rochester Institute of Technology, and
members of the printing industry, was the method used in the field re-
search. The interviewing schedule consisted of thirty-three structured
attitudinal statements. A form of Likert Scale was used to analyze the
statements. The rating scale ranged from a strongly agree which received
a value of five, to a strongly disagree which received a value of one.
The raw scores from each group were used to determine the average score
for the group. The average score for all three groups was used to estab
lish the mean score for each statement.
The result of this study was establishment of 15 recommendations
which are believed relevant to printing education. Of utmost importance
is the understanding that high school printing programs need to offer
students the opportunity to gain knowledge from a program offering many
challenging experiences of a theoretical and practical nature together
with a cognizant understanding of student needs and future aspirations,
Abstract approved: Jf-jy ^V^h^is adviser
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis was to suggest guidelines for a program
of instruction for printing education. The guidelines were derived
from researching nine categories which posed questions about the pos
sible methods, procedures, and philosophies used in printing education.
The categories were developed based upon the belief that high school
students should be permitted the opportunity to obtain an overview of
the printing industry as it exists today and as it may exist in the fu
ture. A program of this design should possibly include areas of science,
business, and technology as they relate to the printing industry. Mod
ern printing technology has begun to rely upon areas of expertise from
outside its realm. The printing industry, recognizing that if it is to
continue to thrive as a business, must utilize similar instruments other
enterprises have found helpful. Other industries have reached into the
areas of science, business, and technology to help their respective busi
nesses. If the printing industry follows suit, many individuals from
different disciplines and backgrounds will be needed.
For the purpose of this thesis
,
the word printing is defined as all
methods of reproducing an image; the support areas of the industry (for
example, the paper and ink industries); aspects of the industry referred
to as graphic communication, visual communication, and any other word
suitably contrived to reflect the concepts and intentions of the word
printing. The printing industry was referred to as the enterprises com
prising all publishing, packaging, commercial printing, special printing,
etc., and needed support areas committed to supplying the requirements of
these businesses.
Supposing a program could be organized so that its subject areas
would allow high school students the opportunity to make an inquiry into
the printing industry. After completing such a program, it may be antic
ipated that high school students would possibly be better acquainted with
the applications of science, business, and technology to printing. What
ever the
students'
plans may be for furthering their education, be it
college, technical or business school, they should have attained some in
sight into printing as a future vocation. Having been exposed to modern
printing technology, a student may decide that a good future awaits him
in printing, and may thus seek post-high school training.
The comprehension of concepts and functions of science, business and
technology as a part, of printing may be important for students. Advances
in science, business and technology require people to become involved in
this era of change and enlightenment. These persons should be familiar
with the major components of their changing society so they will be aware
of its composition and be ready to cope with many new and strange situa
tions. It is not the intent of the author to offer guidelines to make
printing
"specialists"
of high school students. A specialist is a person
well trained in a specific field, On the high school level, students
should have every opportunity to gain from a large number of different
experiences, rather than a narrow, limited field. However, it is be
lieved, that once a student completes a program based upon the suggested
guidelines, he should have obtained a better insight into printing tech
nology. The enclosed guidelines (ref. pages 54-58) are not intended to
replace existing programs.
The opinions and attitudes of instructors and industrial people have
been utilized in an attempt to recommend these guidelines for a program
of instruction which might help meet the employment needs of the printing
industry.
Educators will have to develop their own lessons using the suggested
guidelines. The lessons will conform to their individual personalities
and allow for variations in teaching facilities . In a teaching situation
the author believes an educator requires freedom to adjust his program to
the needs and abilities of his students.
CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL BASES OF THIS STUDY
Introduction of broader graphic arts programs in both high schools
and colleges are needed. In a review of graphic arts educators, the
point was made that, "we are not attracting enough people who have quali
fications and ability for the needs of the
industry-..."^
Often, high
schools base their programs on the "shop
level,"
therefore, not attract
ing those who intend to go to college. 3
.
At a Graphic Arts Technical Foundation annual meeting the point was
made that, "...courses, particularly on the high school level, must be
broadened to include information concerning industry provide service and
job opportunities available for those entering the printing
field."
Jerrold A. Nieminen, assistant professor, School of Technology, Purdue
University states,
At the senior high school or college level, advanced Graphic
Arts courses (instruction in all methods of reproduction) or
printing technology would lead to the development of specific
trade or management skills. Printing technology programs
would reflect the more technical aspects of instruction, such
as the study of printing, paper, and inks with the use of in
struments for testing and quality control.
5
A survey of the membership of the International Graphic Arts Educa
tion Association indicated that 83 per cent believed...
getting to the base of printing education the high school and
vocational school need to revise their programs. Such curric
ulum change's, made consistent with industry and advancement,
may help -attract a higher caliber student who could readily
adapt to industrial challenges.
Karen Ibrahim, in the September 1967 issue of Graphic Arts Progress
pointed out, "... although an evaluation in concept based on a revolution
in technology has occurred in the industry, the high schools have re
mained static.
"7 The problem of high schools "remaining
static"
was of
concern to the author. If the demand for qualified trained individuals
is going to be met, secondary education will need to take a more active
role in the preparation of these individuals.
Surveys have indicated that of the 30,000 secondary schools in. the
United States, only 12 per cent, or about 3,500 offer printing
programs."
Of the programs offered, too few convey a true picture of the graphic
arts industry. In his keynote address to the 43rd Conference of the In
ternational Graphic Arts Education Association, Art Gardner stated,
As I see it, the high school curriculum must be drastically
revamped to realistically reflect the industry as it now exists,
and to convey the exciting new directions in which it is
headed . ^
If the employment deficit which currently exists in the printing and
publishing industry is to be corrected, secondary education needs to help
lead the way. "If the high school can implant in the student a desire to
direct his subsequent studies toward a career in the industry, it will
have served a vital purpose."-^
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Interviews, with educators and printing industry personnel, were the
method of the field research for this thesis. During the interviews
pertinent information concerning what these individuals believed impor
tant to Graphic Arts education was gathered. The interviewing schedule
consisted of a series of structured attitudinal statements, (see Appendix
A, pages 62-66) .
The established suggested guidelines, (ref. pages 54-58) are the cul
mination of attitudes and opinions of the individuals interviewed. To
alleviate any misunderstanding as to the meaning of the statements, per
sonal interviews were conducted. In his book, Ques tionnaire Design and
Attitude Measurement, Oppenheim pointed out, "the greatest advantage of
the interview. . .is its
flexibility."
Flexibility was the keyword for a
project of this nature. Personal interviews offered needed flexibility
so that individuals being interviewed were able to understand completely
the statements. If an individual did not have a complete understanding
of the statements he could indicate his confusion to the researcher, thus
enabling clarification. "The interviewer can make sure that the
respond-
ent has understood the statement and the purpose of the
research."
Oppenheim offered further ground for the use of interviews for data col
lection by saying, "...interviewers can probe further when particular
responses are encountered; we can ask them to clarify the answers on the
3
spot."
Of most importance to the interviewer is that he "can build up
and maintain rapport, that elusive motivating force that will keep the
respondent interested and responsive to the end of the
interview."
Ker linger, in his book Foundations of Behavioral Research, adds,
"the interview. . .is a psychological measuring
instrument...."-1
He con
tinues, "...it can be used as the main instrument of the research. In
this case, questions designed to measure the variables of the research
c
will be included in the interview
schedule."
The interviews were conducted in the following fashion. The person
being interviewed was asked to read and respond to one statement from the
interviewing schedule (see Appendix A, pages 62-66). Each statement had
a rating scale which was used to reflect the feelings of the individuals.
The individuals were instructed to respond to the statements based on a
rating scale (a form of Likert Scale) ranging from a value of five for
strongly agree, to a value of one for strongly disagree. If an individual
strongly agreed with a statement, he would check the appropriate column.
This type of interviewing is described by Kerlinger as being structured
or standardized. "In the standardized interview, the questions, their
sequence, and their wording are
fixed."'
They are arranged according to
the objectives of the researcher. "Standardized interviews use interview
schedules that have been carefully prepared in advance to obtain information
Q
pertinent to the research problem.
Three groups of individuals were interviewed. Each group consisted
of individuals involved in printing; be it industry, education, or both.
One group contained members of the printing industry in the Rochester,
New York area. These individuals were selected because the author
believed that as members of the printing industry they represent the fu
ture employers of high school graduates. The printing industry deserves
the opportunity to make known their opinions pertaining to the training
requirements of future employees.
The second group consisted of secondary school educators in the
Rochester area. In selecting individuals for this phase of the research,
the secondary schools were divided into four classifications; vocational,
regular or general, special training programs, and junior high schools.
Rochester presented a rather unique situation in. that there was available
a mixture of urban or city schools together with a suburban and rural
public school system. For this reason, persons to be interviewed were
first selected according to the school system with which they were in
volved, and secondly by those who would grant interviews.
The third group was comprised of faculty members of the School of
Printing, Rochester Institute of Technology. The faculty members from
RIT were selected because the author believed they bring together a vari
ety of backgrounds representing the most up-to-date printing technology.
All the individuals selected were believed to be knowledgeable, con
cerned, and opinionated about printing education. Below is a description
of the individuals interviewed.
Members of the printing industry
1. A production supervisor (1)
2. An industrial supplier with an education
division (1)
3. A trade journalist (1)
4. Two Directors of Graphic Arts Education
Associations (2)
5. An industrial training director (1)
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Secondary school printing educators
1. Vocational schools
a. in the city of Rochester (1)
b. suburban or rural Rochester area (1)
2. High schools
a. in the city of Rochester (3)
b. suburban Rochester areas (1)
c. rural Rochester area (1)
3. Special training center (2)
4. Junior high school (1)
Faculty members at the Rochester Institute of Technology
1. Individuals who possessed secondary school
teaching experience (4)
2. Individuals who possessed an industrial back
ground with no secondary school teaching ex
perience (4)
3. An individual who had experience in the indus
try, and has worked in business or production
management (1)
4. An individual who possessed an overall view
(knowledgeable about all printing processes)
of the printing industry (1)
Once the data had been collected and analyzed, suggested guidelines
for a program in printing were developed. The collected data served as
the basis from which the guidelines were created. The guidelines were
established based upon the development of nine specific categories to be
explained in the following text .
Description of Categories and
Their Related Attitudinal Statements
Nine categories were developed based upon beliefs the author gath
ered through research and investigation of written material, personal
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experience and verbal interactions with many individuals throughout his
teaching experience. Utilizing the author's aforementioned experiences,
each category was developed containing information believed worthy of
investigation.
The statements included in the questionnaire were used to discover
underlying opinions and attitudes toward specific phases of graphic arts
education. An explanation is presented so the reader might have a greater
understanding of the reasons for presenting each statement.
Category One: A theoretical understanding as opposed to a practical
understanding of the printing processes might be necessary for high school
students. The following statements were used to determine where the re
spondents thought emphasis should be placed, on a theoretical understand
ing or a practical understanding.
High school students studying printing need to obtain a prac
tical understanding of the processes used in the printing
industry^
Students benefit from a theoretical understanding of the print
ing industry.
On the high school level, the learning of concepts (understand
ing a process) .is not important for the student.
Color separation theory is too involved for high school students
to understand, therefore, it should not be taught in a high
school printing class.
Student involvement in practical printing applications, is need
ed in high school programs.
Printing, being a skilled trade, should be taught so that stu-
dents become accomplished craftsmen.
Photographic theory need not be taught in a high school print
ing program.
To make the high school printing experience more meaningful, ed
ucators should only teach printing processes that are directly
related to the available equipment in their classroom.
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Category Two: The following statements were used to determine wheth
er it was more beneficial for students to acquire practical experience
(direct student involvement with equipment) or for educators to give de
monstrations of the different processes.
Demonstrations should be used extensively in printing education.
Students should have more "hands
on"
practice with equipment.
Having students working in the lab is more beneficial than giv
ing a demonstration to the class.
Category Three: The effect of visual aids in a program could possi
bly enhance the course. The following statements were developed to dis
cover whether or not the respondents thought visual aids have a role in
graphic arts education.
Gathering visual materials (slides, charts, transparencies,
etc.) from the printing industry should be a common practice.
The printing industry provides information to produce visual
aids.
Audio-visual materials are difficult to incorporate into a
printing program.
Category Four: Due to the rapid growth and advances of the industry,
it might be difficult
for'
individual educators to be the only source of
information. The practice of inviting guest speakers into a class and
the use of field trips might help reduce this problem. The following
statements were designed to gather responses which would indicate to what
degree guest speakers and field trips should be used as a teaching aid.
Field trips to printing firms can be replaced with a good dis
cussion of the particular plant.
It would be advantageous to expose students to guest speakers
from the printing industry.
Teachers from different departments in the high school should
be brought into the printing lab to discuss the applications
of their subject areas to the printing industry.
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Having resource people from the industry come into your class
and speak with your students about careers in the industry is
a good procedure.
Category Five: These statements were developed to determine under
lying feelings as to which group, (school districts, or industry) had the
responsibility for improving graphic arts programs.
School districts should improve their own printing programs
without the assistance of the printing industry.
Meaningful learning in printing classes cannot take place un
less industry donates equipment and/or money to purchase equip
ment and supplies .
Category Six: Course improvement and up-dating might be affected by
the instructor's self-improvement. These statements were designed to de
termine if the subjects felt that up-dating of courses of study had any
relationship to the instructor's self-advancement of current knowledge
and techniques.
Printing educators should continue to improve their knowledge




Courses of study need to be constantly reviewed and up-dated
yearly.
Category Seven: These statements were designed to discover whether
or not related materials, and the involvement of activities in the high
school, may have allowed the student to gain a better insight into the
industry and its reference to other industries and disciplines in his
environment .
'
Other programs of instruction, (such as yearbook, school news
paper, literary magazine, etc.) should be incorporated into a
high school printing program.
Related materials (for example, a discussion of paper manufac
turing, .etc.) are very useful for students enrolled in printing
classes.
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Category Eight: These statements were concerned with deciding wheth
er or not high schools are acquainting students with careers in the
print
ing and publishing industry.
High school guidance counselors have a good understanding of
the printing industry and can offer career information to
students.
High school printing programs should provide information per
taining to career possibilities in the printing industry.
High schools are doing a good job acquainting their students
to the printing industry.
Category Nine: The following statements were developed to expose
opinions and attitudes of individuals about which printing processes
should be taught in a high school graphic arts program.
Since letterpress printing is diminishing in use as a printing
process, it should not be taught.
Offset printing, being the major printing process (according
to 1969 gross sales) , should be the only process taught in high
school printing programs .
Because of its limited use in printing, the gravure process
need not be taught to high school students.
Screen process printing, because of its limited use, should not
be taught.
Because of the special equipment needed, flexography should not
be taught to high school students .
Due to the technical nature of the subject, xerographic prin
ciples would confuse students, therefore, this process should
not be taught to high school students.
Analysis
A form of Likert Scale was used as the scoring instrument for the
statements. The rating scale ranged from a strongly agree which received
a value of five, to a strongly disagree which received a value of one.
Any score between five and one was interpreted as follows : a score of
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four was rated as agreeing; three was the neutral or undecided position;
and a two indicated that the person disagreed with the statement.
After the interviews, the numerical responses for each statement were
recorded on a group tally sheet. The responses for each individual scores
(X's) were utilized to determine the average score (X) for each group,
(see Appendices B, C, and D) . The average scores were then used to es
tablish the mean score
(X)*
for all three groups, (see Appendix E) .
Mean scores (X) were employed to confirm the rating each group had
placed on each statement. The mean scores were then put to use qualify
ing the statements within the different categories, (see Tables I-IX) .
The numerical values for the mean score (X) were interpreted according to
the rating scale. Having compiled the mean score, the author believed it
necessary to discover whether or not the individual group average score
(X) differed significantly from the mean scores (X) for all three groups.
To achieve this a t-test was conducted. *- If the mean scores are to be
utilized as the measure of opinions and attitudes, the question arose as
to whether or not the mean score (X) for the three individual groups real
ly represents or reflects -the feelings of the groups included.
Before the t-test was performed, the null hypothesis needed to be
established. This portion of the study was concerned with discovering
whether or not the group average (X) represented the same information in-
dicated by the mean score (X) . If the t-test indicated there was no
*The most generally useful, and most common, measure of central
tendency is the arithmetic mean, which is the arithmetic average for all
the data. Rickmers and Todd, Statistics An Introduction, McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1967, p. 19.
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significant difference, the null hypothesis (H : X
= X) would be ac
cepted. The alternative hypothesis (H . : X > X) states that the average
score (X) must be greater than the mean score (X) . If the t-test indicates
significance, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothe
sis accepted.
Having established which average scores were significantly different
from the mean score, it was necessary to perform another t-test. The data
was examined in an attempt to discover if the average score (X) for each
*
group differed from the mean score for the two groups (X ) . To accom
plish this operation another null hypothesis was established. The second
null hypothesis stated (H : X = X ) that the group average score (X) must
be equal to the mean score for the two groups (X ) . The alternative hy
pothesis (H.: X >X ) states that the group average score must be greater
j- tg
than the mean score for the two groups, (see Appendices F-K) .
Completion of the second t-test indicated which, if any- scores were
significantly different. Having this information allowed the researcher
to further investigate his data and try to determine where the significant
differences between the average group score (X) and the mean score for the
two groups (X ) was located.
A significant difference indicated that the group being tested be
lieved differently than the other group. The mean scores were used as an
indicator of opinion as to the inclusion of a particular subject or area
in the guidelines.
17
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This study was concerned with the investigation of nine categories
previously established and discussed (ref. to pages 10-14). Individuals
were requested to respond to specific statements in order that their at
titudes and opinions might be recorded. The responses to the statements
were used to report the results set forth in this study.
The results to be reported help to point out that printing education
is changing. For an educator to assist his students in their search for
knowledge, he must evaluate, reorganize, and continue to learn the pro
cedures and technology of the modern printing industry.
The results are reported for each category, followed by a discussion
of the reported information.
Printing has traditionally been considered a skilled trade. Within
recent years changes occurring in the industry have produced extraordinary
outcomes (e.g., use of a laser to etch gravure printing cylinders). These
changes have been produced by technological and scientific advances. As
the printing industry continues to grow and improve its products, many
t
people will be needed who possess knowledge which can be applied to the
industry. However, what kind of individuals are necessary? Table I il
lustrates the. responses to the statements used to investigate Category
One, (ref. to page 19) which dealt with this problem.
Category One, concerned with determining whether a theoretical
19
TABLE I
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY ONE
A theoretical understanding as opposed to a practical
understanding of the printing processes may be necessary




HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
1. High school students study
ing printing need to obtain
a practical understanding of
processes used in the print
ing industry. 4.5
11. " Students benefit from a theo
retical understanding of the
printing industry. 3.7
27. On the high school level, the
learning of concepts (under
standing a process) is not
important for the student. 1.6
31. Photographic theory need not
be taught in a high school
printing program. 1.9
32. To make the high school print
ing experience more meaningful,
educators should only teach
printing processes that are
directly related to the avail
able equipment in their class
room. 2.0
18. Color separation theory is too
involved for high school stu
dents to understand, therefore,
it should not be taught in a

















Category One: A theoretical understanding as opposed to a practical
understanding of the printing processes may be necessary
for high school students.
Responses
Statements HS RIT IND MEAN
No,
17. Student involvement in prac
tical printing applications,
is needed in high school
programs. 4.7 4.9 4.3 4.63
29. Printing, being a skilled
trade, should be taught so




2.7 1.6 2.3 2.20
*t-test indicated a significant difference from the mean score, see
APPENDICES B and C.
**
t-test indicated that this score was very close to being significant.
The author believes it worthy of mention, see APPENDIX C.
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understanding as opposed to a practical understanding is needed in a high
school printing program, does not draw a clear line of difference between
the two principles. Concerning statement 1, the groups favored a strong
ly agreed response, (see Table I, page 19). The average score for the RIT
group (4.9) was significantly different from the mean score (4.53). It
is interesting to note that of the 4 statements used to determine if a
practical knowledge of printing is necessary for high school students, the
RIT group average score was significantly different from the other scores.
Responses to statements 1, 27, 17, and 29 (see pages 19 and 20) indicated
that the RIT group believed most strongly that high school students need
to understand practical operations of the printing industry.
Upon further analysis of the data, it became evident that the RIT
faculty members believed that most high school students would benefit
from having acquired a practical knowledge of printing from their studies.
The results of the second t-test, used to determine differences between
groups, indicated that the RIT group was not only significantly different
in opinion when compared to the mean score, they also had a stronger
opinion when compared to the individual groups .
The data gathered in response to statement 17 indicates that the RIT
group believed that student involvement in practical operations is needed.
The high school and industrial groups were in agreement with the RIT group,
However, the industrial members did not feel as strongly as the other two
groups toward this point. The scores for all three. groups indicated they
agreed with the statement.
Responses to statement 29 are interesting when the above results are
kept in mind. The RIT group was significantly different when compared to
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the high school group. The RIT members favored a student obtaining an
overall exposure to the printing industry, rather than limited experi
ences with one piece of equipment. They did not believe that at the high
school level time should be spent on a concentrated area of study. A stu
dent should have a broad, general background in the high school programs.
Statement 11, showed a significant difference between the industrial
members and the high school respondents . Although the average scores
were not significantly different, the mean score of the industrial group
*
strongly favored the inclusion of printing theory into high school programs,
Statements 11, 31, 32 and 18, dealt with a theoretical understanding,
and showed no significant differences of opinion among the groups. Ob
servation of the data indicates that the average scores were similar to
the mean scores. Further investigation brings to light that the high
school teachers and industrial personnel had similar responses to all
statements used to make-up this category. Concerning statements which
dealt with a theoretical understanding the RIT group agreed with the mean
score, but showed significant difference in their opinions and attitudes
with reference to statements which dealt with a practical understanding.
The total response to the statements showed that all groups believed
that there is a need and a place for both a theoretical and a practical
understanding of the printing processes in high school classrooms . How
ever, the responses from the RIT group indicated that high schools should
present more practical operations together with a theoretical understand
ing of the printing industry.
Category Two was developed to examine which would be more beneficial;
having students work in the laboratory or having instructors demonstrate
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the different printing processes. Table II represents the computed re
sponses to the statements. It became evident that the responses to the
statements in this category presented a contradiction. Statement 12 (ref.
page 24) was used to obtain a pointed response, in which the mean score
(4.30) resulted in an agreeing position. The mean score for statement 20
(3.56) indicated that having students work in the classroom/laboratory
would tend to be more beneficial than having the instructor give a demon
stration. The response rating to this statement was^ between
the neutral
and the agreeing position. During the interviews, individuals remarked
that extenuating circumstances might have an affect on their response.
To make a blanket statement with regard to this topic is not easily justi
fied. The objectives of the program, the stage of progress of students
and the attitude of the educator toward the program are considerations
which would affect the response. The high school
teachers'
average score
(4.6) was significantly different than the mean score (4.03) with respect
to statement 3 which dealt with allowing students to have "hands
on"
prac
tice with equipment .
Comparing the average scores of each group, the high school group had
a different opinion than did the RIT and industrial members. The high
school members strongly favored students working with equipment. It is
worthy to note that at the confidence level of . 10 , the RIT group showed
a significant difference of opinion from the industrial members. The dif
ference favored the inclusion of students utilizing equipment. The in
dustrial group took a neutral position.
According to the responses in this category, an educator who- can in
corporate both desirable demonstrations, along with having students work
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TABLE II
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY TWO
Category Two: Is it more beneficial for students to acquire practical
experience (direct involvement with equipment) , or for
educators to give demonstrations of the different
processes making up 'the printing industry?
Responses




12. Demonstrations should be used
extensively in printing edu
cation. 4.2 4.4 4.3 4.30







4.6 4.3 3.2 4.03
20. Having students working in
the lab is more beneficial
than giving a demonstration
to the class. 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.56
t-test indicated a significant difference from the mean score, see
APPENDIX B.
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with the printing processes or operations, would help his students gain
a most beneficial education. The point was made that "to see something
happening is good, however doing is much
better."
Category Three was concerned with determining the role that audio
visual aids play in printing education. Table III, page 26, represents
the responses to the statements used in this category.
It becomes evident that high school printing educators should use vis
ual aids as part of their instructional methodology for the course. Each
printing instructor should make every attempt to collect and gather appro
priate visual materials which would possibly enable his students to visu
alize what the instructor is discussing. During the interviews, much
interesting discussion was set forth pertaining to statement 19. One in
dividual stated that it is quite hypocritical of a printing educator who
is teaching communications to expect to communicate solely with his mastery
of the English language. He should also be communicating through the use
of visual objects and illustrations.
Educators agreed that visual materials are beneficial; however, they
stated that they cannot obtain visual materials from the printing industry.
Statement 13 dealt with the above problem. The mean response to this
statement (3.30) was neutral, with a slight tendency toward the agreeing
side of the scale.
Statement 2 investigated another problem which has plagued printing
educators, or at least it is believed this problem is current to many
teaching situations. Some printing educators feel it is difficult to in
corporate visual aids into their programs. If a printing teacher cannot
obtain projectors, viewers, screens, etc., this prevents the utilization
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TABLE III
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY THREE
Category Three: Do visual aids have a role in printing education?
Responses
Statements HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
19. Gathering visual materials
(slides, charts, transpar
encies, etc.) from the print
ing industry should be a common
practice. 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.13
13. The printing industry provides
information to produce visual
3.3 3.1 3.5 3.30
2. Audio-visual materials are
difficult to incorporate into
a printing program. 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.53
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of some visual aids which use a projection system. But, there are many
visual aids available from industry which can be constructed by the teach
er and can be used in the classroom without projection. The educators who
say that visual aids are difficult to incorporate into the program should
possibly re-evaluate their situation to see whether or not something can
be done to remove this problem from their teaching experience. The sample
interviewed believed that visual aids are not difficult to incorporate
into the printing program.
*
Category Four concerns itself with the rapid technological change
which is occurring in the printing industry. The statements used in this
category were developed to be inclusive of three areas: field trips, in
dustrial speakers, and having speakers from different departments in the
school come into class and speak to the students. Table IV, page 28,
represents the responses obtained from the three groups.
The mean responses (1.46) to statement 33 indicated that there seems
to be no replacement for a field trip . Some educators may have taken
students on field trips to a particular plant and later instead of going
to that same plant again, gave a description of the plant and its opera
tions. The groups, however, believed that this was not a good procedure.
This practice for educators is not recommended. There is no replacement
for seeing the real thing and how it functions. A description of the
plant before the students observe the operations is desirable. A follow-
up discussion of the trip is also necessary. Few adults can conceive the
operations and size of a large four-color web press. How can a student
be expected to equate the operations of the small duplicator in the class




RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY FOUR
Category Four: Due to the rapid growth and advances of the industry,
it may be difficult for individual educators to be the
only source of information. The practice of inviting
guest speakers into the classroom and the use of field
trips, may help to reduce this problem. The following
statements were used to gather responses which would
indicate whether or not guest speakers and field trips
should be used as teaching aids.
Statements
Responses
HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
33. .Fieldtrips to printing firms
can be replaced with a good
discussion of the particular
plant.
5. It would be advantageous to
expose students to guest
speakers from the printing
industry.
23. Teachers from different de
partments in the high school
should be brought into the
printing lab to discuss the
applications of their subject
to the printing industry.
9. Having resource people from
the industry come into your
class and speak with your stu
dents about careers in the
industry, is a good procedure.
1.3 1.4 1.7 1.46
4.1 4.3 4.7 4.36
4.3 4.0 4.2 4.16
4.4 4.5 4.5 4.46
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statement 33 (mean score 1.46) thus endorsing the procedure of incorporat
ing field trips into the printing program. Field trips not only allow
students to see what is happening in the printing industry, they also al
low the instructor to see and ask questions so that his own printing
knowledge can improve.
The printing educator has the mammoth problem of presenting current
technological information to his students. The printing industry is
changing at a rate which is almost impossible to keep up with. One of
the best ways of offering students the opportunity to collect current
knowledge is to incorporate members of the local printing industry into
a program. The groups interviewed believed that having guest speakers
from industry come into the class and speak with students about printing
and careers in the industry would be advantageous. A word of caution is
needed. The instructor needs to learn through experience which speakers
to invite into the class. Some speakers are good, and present important
information. Others see students as potential consumers for a sales pitch.
According to the responses (see Table IV, page 28) it was generally agreed
that guest speakers from the printing industry give high school students
an opportunity to gain contact with the world of business and commerce.
Printing educators need to help students understand that their edu
cation does not stop once they leave the classroom. Students should re
alize that every day of their lives they will have some contact with
printing. Having teachers from different departments in the high school
come into class and speak with students may help them associate printing
with other areas they are studying. Examples of this may be asking the
physics instructor to speak about lenses; the chemistry teacher to
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demonstrate effects of chemistry on the industry; the art teacher to dis
cuss elements of design; the journalism teacher to present a lesson on
good journalism.
These are only a few examples of what could be done. The responses
in Table IV, page 28, indicated that there are strong feelings about the
needs of such procedures in high school printing programs.
Volumes have been written as to which group, school or industry, has
the responsibility for improving high school printing programs. Category
Five was established in an attempt to obtain some insight into this prob
lem. Table V, page 31, exhibits the responses to the statements used in
this category.
It was curious to note that all three groups had a similar mean re
sponse (2.73 and 2.60 respectively). The mean value for the groups was
toward the neutral position. Replies to statement 15 (mean score 2.73)
were more neutral than the replies to statement 4 (mean score 2.60). None
of the
groups'
ratings indicated any particular favor toward the state
ments. Several members of the sample implied that they believed no mat
ter who supplied the equipment or money to support the program; it should
be there. If an attempt was made to solicit funds and equipment from the
printing industry, and this failed, then the school district should take
the responsibility to equip the laboratory with the most current and
up-
to-date equipment and supplies .
"School districts still have the attitude that printing education
belongs in the basement", stated one individual. Another person remarked
that school districts look at printing education, not as an avenue for
young people to experiment with changing technology, but rather printing
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TABLE V
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY FIVE
Category Five: These statements were developed to determine underlying
feelings as to which group, (school districts, or the




HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
15. School districts should im
prove their own printing pro
grams without the assistance
of the printing industry. 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.73
4. Meaningful learning in print
ing classes cannot take place
unless industry donates equip
ment and/or money to purchase
equipment and supplies. 2.7 2.9 2.2 2.60
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education in some high schools is looked on as a place where students go
tp "have fun and play games, a place to keep them
busy."
With the changing technology in the printing industry, programs need
to be offering current techniques. The author wanted to examine whether
or not relationships do exist or should exist between the up-dating of
courses of study, and the
instructors'
personal efforts to stay "in
tune"
with the printing industry. The term "in
tune"
was used to describe the
current awareness of the changes in the industry. Responses to Category
Six are shown in Table VI, page 33. A review of this category presents
some interesting and meaningful results.
Statement 25 received one of the highest responses. The group mean
(4.83) favored a strongly agree position. In general, most high school
educators are individuals who have received their printing training in an
Industrial Arts or Industrial Education curriculum. The amount of time
allotted for studying the printing industry, generally speaking, is limit
ed. Along with their study of printing, these individuals have to devote
time to studying other technologies. Therefore, if these individuals are
to present a printing program which will be up-to-date they may need to
obtain an in depth understanding of the industry.
Many programs are limited, offering a restricted image of the indus
try. If printing educators are to remain in contact with the changes oc
curring in the industry, they should be able to offer a program which
would be of benefit to their students. The question arises as to where
and how printing educators can obtain the opportunity to stay "in
tune"
with the industry? Many educators complained that they have tried to ob
tain employment over the summer in a printing company, but were refused
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TABLE VI
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY SIX
Category Six: These statements were used in an attempt to determine if
up-dating of courses of study has any relationship to the
instructor's self-advancement of current knowledge and
techniques .
Responses
Statements HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
25. Printing educators should con
tinue to improve their knowl
edge of modern printing tech
nology so they can stay "in
tune"
with the industry. 4i8 4.9 4.8 4.83
6. Courses of study need to be




t-test indicated a significant difference from the mean score, see
APPENDIX C.
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work. Working for a printing firm may be one answer to the problem.
However, some high school educators stated that they never attend trade
conferences, read trade journals, or try to collect information concern
ing the printing industry.
The association between up-dating courses of study and educators
staying "in
tune"
with the industry seemed to be related. Statements 25
and 6 both received a strongly, agree mean score (4.83 and 4.60 respective
ly). What is interesting is that the RIT average score (4.9) showed a
significant difference from the mean score (4.60). This indicates that
these individuals feel very strongly that up-dating courses of study
yearly is of utmost importance.
From these responses, it can be seen that if courses of study are to
be reviewed and up-dated, printing teachers would need to maintain their
knowledge of modern printing technology.
At times, educators may lose sight of the fact that students need to
understand that learning in a particular area is associated with many other
disciplines. Possibly, it would be useful for students to obtain some in
sight as to the intermingling of functions and operations in their sur
roundings. Offering students the opportunity to witness the relationship
between learning concepts and their functions may be a most beneficial ex
perience. To examine this association, Category Seven was developed (see
Table VII, page 35).
Allowing students to learn that printing is more than the simple
jobs they are assigned to do, may enlighten their outlook. Having stu
dents .work with the yearbook, as an extracurricular activity could possi
bly aid this goal. If an instructor can use his ingenuity to incorporate
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TABLE VII
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY SEVEN
Category Seven: These statements were designed to discover whether or
not related materials, and the involvement of activities
in the high school, might allow the student to gain
better insight into the industry and its reference to
other industries and disciplines in his environment.
Responses
Statements HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
10. Other programs of instruction,
(such as yearbook, school
newspaper, literary magazine,
etc.) should be incorporated
into a high school printing
program. 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.03
21. Related materials (for exam
ple, a discussion of paper
manufacturing, ink manufac
turing, etc.) are very useful :
for students enrolled in
printing classes. 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.26
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a tangible, useable printed item into his instruction, such as the high
school newspaper or literary magazine, this may help his students. For
example, if a small book of poems had been written by students in an Eng
lish class, the printing students could prepare the composition. The com
position could be assembled according to a layout which may have been
created by students in an art class. The line and/or halftone negative
images needed to reproduce the book could be made. The negatives can be
stripped and proofed. Proofs could be read by students in the English
class and they could designate the necessary corrections. The printing
students would make the press plates and print the job. Finishing and
binding operations would be performed and the book completed. The print
ing students will have had the opportunity to produce a printed item
which can be distributed to other students. The students in the English
and art classes would also be able to witness the reproduction of the work
they had created.
However, the printing laboratory should not be a production shop.
Too many school districts use the argument that if the educator and his
students can do the school printing, the school may find money in the budg
et to purchase some new equipment to help improve the program. This sit
uation needs to be avoided. Education and printing production do not mix.
Students are in the printing laboratory for an education, not to learn a
rote skill.
Too often an instructor may not give a lesson because, in his opin
ion, the class does not need to know, for example, the properties of
light. Here, is where the instructor who takes part in this practice, is
"short
changing"
students. How is a student, who is foreign to a subject,
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supposed to obtain information if his instructor does not present it to
him? The groups interviewed felt tha't it was very important for students
to have information related to printing. Because of the wide scope of
the industry, as much knowledge as possible should be dispensed to stu
dents. Exposing students to what has been termed related materials might
be considered a good practice, as reported in Table VII, page 35.
Possibly, one of the most 'significant roles of a high school print-
ing program is to acquaint students with careers in the graphic arts .
The printing industry is suffering from an employment deficit. People
are needed who possess knowledge and understanding of printing technology,
On the high school level, students begin to learn about printing. The
information students obtain in high school may encourage them to seek a
future career in the printing industry. Category Eight, (see Table VIII,
page 38), was establised to determine the opinions of the sample, as to
the effectiveness of high schools in offering career information to
students.
Some problems were encountered with statement 7 (mean score 1.86) in
that individuals believed that guidance counselors could hand out printed
literature about jobs in the printing industry; however, it was agreed
that the guidance counselors did not understand the industry. The point
was also made that counselors did not make any attempt to explore the
printing programs. When asked their opinions pertaining to the under
standing that high school guidance counselors have about the printing in
dustry, both the high school educators and industry personnel believed
that the high school counselors do not have a good comprehension of the
industry. The RIT faculty members felt significantly stronger in their
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TABLE VIII
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY EIGHT
Category Eight: These statements were concerned with deciding whether
or not high schools were acquainting students with
careers in the printing industry.
Statements
Responses
HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
High school guidance counse
lors have a good understanding
of the printing industry and




24. High school printing programs
should provide information
pertaining to career possi
bilities in the printing
industry.
14. High schools are doing a good
job acquainting their students
to the printing industry.
4.6 4.9 5.0 4.83
2.9 2.6 2.2 2.56
*t-test indicated a significant difference from the mean score, see
APPENDIX C.
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opinions. The average score for the RIT group (1.4) was significantly
different from the mean score (1.86); indicating that they believed the
high school counselor generally had little insight or knowledge as to
what printing is truly about.
Statement 24 (mean score 4.83) was strongly supported by the groups,
thus indicating that high school printing programs should provide career
information. In fact, this statement received the strongest response.
The responsibility to acquaint students with the printing industry belongs
with the high school printing programs. These programs should offer stu
dents the most up-to-date information about careers in the printing
industry.
The high school educator seems to have the responsibility to incor
porate into his program information pertaining to careers in the printing
industry. This information should be more than just a general discussion
of unions and trade information. As the industry continues to grow and
expand, people will be needed to fill positions which have not yet been
created. High school printing teachers are offered a great challenge.
Where else can students receive information which would be accurate and
comprehensive so that they have a good understanding of the industry?
What may be needed is a general public awareness about printing. Every
day, millions of Americans come in contact with printing and they are not
aware of its existence. If high school printing programs can bring about
this awareness, then they will make a real contribution to printing edu
cation. This thought is further supported by the responses to statement
14. The mean response (2.56) indicated that the groups did not agree with
the statement that high schools are doing a good job acquainting students
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with the printing industry. If this situation is current, then the above
results take on real meaning.
A great deal of controversy has developed over what should be taught
in high school printing programs. To help examine this problem, Category
Nine was established. In this category, statements were developed to in
vestigate attitudes and opinions about which printing process or processes
should be incorporated into a high school printing program. Examination
of Table IX, page 41, offers interesting, if not enlightening, results.
The results classified in Table IX indicated the group averages and
mean scores were toward the disagree end of the rating scale. This study
was concerned with only six processes listed in Table IX. Although this
is not a complete list of all the printing processes available, it was be
lieved to be representative of the processes used most frequently in the
industry. For many years letterpress printing has been the number one
printing process. In earlier years letterpress printing was the. predom
inant process taught. With the sudden surge of offset lithography, many
schools began to change from teaching letterpress to the teaching of
off-
*set printing. Statement 22 (mean score 1.73) was concerned with the
changing fate of letterpress printing. It was pointed out that letter
press printing should still be taught in a high school printing program.
In fact, the mean responses indicated that all printing processes should
be taught, so that students can obtain a realistic understanding of the
printing industry. The significant difference displayed by the RIT fac
ulty members further substantiates the fact that various printing proces
ses need to be taught to high school students.
The results leave little doubt that a high school printing program
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TABLE IX
RESPONSES TO STATEMENTS USED TO INVESTIGATE
CATEGORY NINE
Category Nine: The following statements had been designed to investigate
opinions and attitudes of
individuals'
as to which print
ing process or processes should be taught in a high
school printing program.
Responses
Statements HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
22. Since letterpress printing is
diminishing in use as a print
ing process, it should not be
taught. 1.5 2.0 1.7 1.73
16. Offset printing, being the
major printing process (ac
cording to 1969 gross sales) ,
should be the only process
taught in high school print
ing programs. 1.6 1.2 1.7 1.50
26. Because of its limited use in
printing, the gravure process
need not be taught to high
school students. 2.4 1.4 1.7 1.83
28. Screen printing, because of




30. Because of the special equip
ment needed, flexography
should not be taught to high
school students. 2.8 1.7 1.8 2.10
t-test indicated a significant difference from the mean score, see
APPENDIX C.
**t-test indicated that this score was very close to being significant,
The author believes it worthy of mention, see APPENDIX C.
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TABLE IX cont.
Category Nine: The following statements had been designed to investi
gate opinions and attitudes of individuals as to which
printing process or processes should be taught in a
high school printing program.
Responses
Statements HS RIT IND MEAN
No.
8. Due to the technical nature of
the subject, xerographic prin
ciples would confuse students,
therefore, this process should
not be taught to high school
students. 2.6 2.0 2.2 2.26
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should offer a well developed, broad-based program. Exposing students to
such a program may enable them to decide into which area, if any, they
would like to expand their knowledge.
A special note needs to be made about high school printing programs
offering more than just offset printing. A problem which becomes eminent
is that if the entire program is devoted to the offset printing process,
possibly the same ill effects which plagued letterpress printing a mere
*
decade ago, may again descend on printing education.
The results of Table IX may be considered a mandate for high school
printing educators. To teach a broad-base program, offering students the
opportunity to become aware of the many different printing processes and
operations in the industry, is a must. The point was clearly made that
no printing process should hold a more prestigious position over the
others.
An educator need not use the excuse that he cannot adequately teach
a process because he is lacking the necessary equipment in his laboratory
to do a good job. Working with a process would be most beneficial for
students. However, not exposing students to different processes through
the use of visual aids, field trips, and demonstrations, to mention a few
instructional medias, is a gross error on the part of the instructor.
Nine categories cannot be considered all encompassing. The catego
ries used for this study were developed from the personal teaching experi
ence of the author. The results reported, help to point out that printing
education is changing. For an educator to assist his students in their
quest of knowledge, he must evaluate, reorganize, and continue to learn




In conclusion to the research conducted and the results reported,
important principles pertaining to printing education can be deduced.
Each category in the study dealt with specific problems which the author
believed noteworthy to printing education.
The first category dealt with the problem of having students obtain
a theoretical understanding of the printing processes as opposed to a
practical understanding. Printing educators should plan their programs,
determining their objectives. These objectives will vary from school to
school. Once the objectives are established, the program can be developed.
It can be concluded from the results that students should have the oppor
tunity to gain from theoretical and practical experiences. If high school
programs can do this, then they might be making a substantial contribution
to their students. If high school educators are not certain what the ob
jectives for printing education should be, might it be to offer all stu
dents a broad exposure to the printing industry. Every day of their lives;
be it at work, at home, in school, or wherever they go, students will have
some contact with printing. Why should educated individuals miss the op
portunity to gain insight into a subject with which they will always have
a relationship?
If only one thought can be originated from Category One let it be
this: high school students should be given an opportunity to broaden
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their eudcational horizons through a practical and theoretical under
standing of printing.
The idea that students should do work to keep themselves busy has
been a constant thorn in the side of the author. The question has arisen;
should students in printing education work with available equipment or
should the instructor offer more to his students by demonstrating proces
ses and operations? The results of Category Two clearly showed that the
groups believed that demonstrations and working with equipment are both
needed. High school students should work with available equipment; how
ever, the instructor should present the opportunity for students to wit
ness processes and operations which they cannot experience in the
laboratory.
Again, the problem of the individual teaching situation is present.
Having students work with available equipment, and knowing when to utilize
demonstrations as a teaching technique, would create an ideal situation.
The effectiveness of the demonstration, as with everything else taught in
the printing class, depends on the instructor. Demonstrations can only be
as effective as the instructor who uses them. A suggestion would be to
try demonstrating different processes and operations, then evaluate by
written or oral examination the success of the demonstration by seeing
what the students have digested.
Category Three was concerned with teaching techniques proven effec
tive in communicating with individuals. Visual materials do not have to
refer solely to the slide presentation or the use of charts and graphs.
Visual materials can be anything which help to illustrate and explain
whatever is being discussed. Slides, transparencies, charts and graphs
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are very important, however, visual materials such as printed samples,
compounds which make-up ink, and raw materials for paper manufacturing
are only a few examples which can further a student's understanding.
In the last few years much has been written about the incorporation
of visual aids and related materials into the teaching situation. Print
ing education, due to the nature of the subject, may be able to rely
strongly on visual materials. The entire conception of the printing
in-
dustry is derived from visual effects. The results of category three add
strong support to the inclusion of visual aids and related materials as
teaching techniques . Individuals interviewed believed that visual materi
als are easily incorporated into the printing program. Again, these peo
ple reiterated that no other program lends itself better to the inclusion
of visual materials.
The groups interviewed were not committed to the statement: "the
printing industry provides information to produce visual
aids."
Within
the last few years several printing suppliers have made visual materials
available to printing educators. It was agreed that some materials are
\
.available; however, the groups
felt"
that the printing industry needs ,to
do more in assisting printing educators in this area. It is hoped that
in the very near future printing companies will begin to offer their as
sistance to printing educators.
Printing instructors, in an attempt to present contemporary printing
concepts, may lose sight of the fact that they are surrounded by a wealth
of knowledgeable individuals and facilities. These individuals and facil
ities can be used as a vehicle for greater learning. As the printing in
dustry advances, technology and science are offering revolutionary
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changes. Few individuals can stay abreast of these changes. Improving
this situation may be done by designing into a printing program learning
situations which are beneficial to students. Many students feel that the
world outside the classroom is different and irrelevant to the learning
situation. What may be needed is to have students come in contact with
members of the printing industry so that they recognize that learning in
the printing classroom is pertinent and meaningful to the real world.
Category Four was established with the idea that due to the rapid
growth of the printing industry, individual educators may have difficulty
maintaining their knowledge of these advances. Statements used in this
category were intended to discover the feasibility of consolidating the
activity of field trips, extending invitations to guest speakers, and the
utilization of other educators within the learning complex, to exemplify
the learning process in the printing program.
One source of improving the aforementioned is the incorporation of
field trips as an instrument necessary to the betterment of students.
There are educators who believe that field trips are a waste of valuable
teaching time. There may be times when this is true. For the most part,
field trips, if carefully planned and executed, can provide students with
a productive experience.
Individuals were asked to respond to the statement about field trips
being replaced by a good discussion of the particular printing plant they
were to visit . The respondents strongly disagreed with this statement
and in doing so gave an overwhelming endorsement to the idea that field
trips can be, and should be, part of a printing program. Previous dis
cussion has stated the author's belief that seeing and doing may allow
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students to become more keen to their surroundings. In an earlier chap
ter, the point was made that few adults can entertain the thought of a
large, four-color web printing press. Permitting students to experience
personally the operations of the printing industry can possibly arouse an
interest which may ignite into an unextinguishable quest for knowledge.
For decades education and industry have debated the question of re
sponsibility for improving technical programs. Printing education,
be-
cause of changing technology-, has presented some of the more loudly-voiced
opinions. Category Five was devoted to this controversy. The results in
dicated that the groups took a rather neutral position toward these state
ments. Some interesting points of conversation were stimulated by these
statements. The high school educators would not commit themselves on ei
ther statement. The faculty members of the Rochester Institute of Tech
nology did likewise. However, industrial members expressed a stronger
opinion toward both statements. Industrial members disagreed With state
ment four; having the printing industry donate equipment and/or money to
purchase equipment and supplies so that meaningful learning can take place
in the printing class. The industrial members believe that money and
equipment is not the answer. Students should gain an overall knowledge
of the industry, not a limited scope dictated by a few pieces of printing
equipment .
All groups generally agreed that if industry does not donate equip
ment or money, the school district must be responsible for the programs.
The individuals believed that if each school district decides to offer
specific programs, they must support the work thus began. Some school
systems may have local industry donate equipment to their schools. If
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the equipment donated can no longer serve the needs of the industry, then
what can this out-dated equipment offer to a printing program?
What is important about this category is the idea that equipment and
supplies are needed to teach a printing program. If attempts to solicit
funds from industry fail, then the school district
has'
the entire respon
sibility of supplying the money to support the program. A serious prob
lem is the fact that many school boards see printing as an evil necessity.
School districts must recognize that they are the supporters of all the
school programs. Allowing the printing program to infrequently obtain a
piece of equipment or some new supplies does not permit students to bene
fit from the best possible education. If other departments within the
school can obtain adequate items to teach with, why then must printing
education be the black sheep?
The respondents voiced one of their strongest reactions to statement
25, used in Category Six. The individuals believed that printing educa
tors should continue to improve their knowledge of the industry. Some
printing educators may rebut this conclusion. However, due to the tech
nical and scientific transformation associated with the printing industry,
educators should continuously fashion their programs in accordance with
changing concepts. Printing educators should make every effort to obtain
membership in professional and trade, printing organizations. Many print
ing associations have provisions for educational membership and invite
new members to join. Throughout the calendar year, numerous conferences
and conventions are held. If educators could make arrangements in their
budgets to attend at least one conference, seminar, or convention each
year, this may assist their efforts to stay
"in-tune."
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The results presented in the sixth category may be considered a man
date for printing teachers. The future of printing education is in the
grasp of printing educators. Each individual, in his own way, can offer
better instruction to his students. Regrettable as it may seem, the
brunt of the responsibility for innovating change within printing pro
grams is plunged upon the individual instructors. Each individual should
look on this challenge as a never ending search for knowledge.
Educators are charged with the responsibility of reviewing and writ
ing courses of study. A course of study should be looked upon, not as an
instrument from which to teach, but rather as an organization of ideas
which will stimulate expansion and growth within the individual who de
veloped it. Each individual should re-evaluate his course of study once
a year. The respondents agreed that a review and up-dating of a course
of study is an important procedure. If printing teachers make an effort
to maintain their knowledge of printing in accordance with the advances
of the industry, there would be little reason for teaching out-dated con
cepts and practices. If each educator would force himself to follow some
of these conclusions, possibly printing education would begin to emerge
as a motivating force.
The question has often occurred to this author: Are students sup
posed to go through rote motor skills or should they be allowed to gain
a fuller understanding of the world? The author tested the above ques
tion through the establishment of Category Seven. Statements designed
for this category dealt with the inclusion of other school activities in
to the printing program. Printing programs, according to the results,
should incorporate other areas of instruction within the high school into
its curriculum.
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There may be occasions when the teacher can use his ingenuity to de
velop learning situations which use of a printing job for the stu
dents. However, no learning situation within an educational station
should expect inquiring students to produce work which can only be han
dled by a commercial printer. No words can state strongly enough this
proclamation. For example, if students can understand and see what is
involved in the production of a newspaper or a small book, they may gain
a better comprehension of the industry.
Associated with the inclusion of activities outside the printing
class, is the teaching of related materials. Printing, because of diver
sification within the industry, presents a wealth of knowledge waiting to
be digested. Due to the titanic emergence of information being dispensed
from the printing industry, students deserve the opportunity to acquire a
greater comprehension of this data. Educators should allow aspiring stu
dents the opportunity to profit from prospering knowledge. Related ma
terials, that information which is presented to add insight and greater
depth of learning to students, are strongly encouraged.
Reflecting upon the current state of the printing industry, a ques
tion arises. Can the printing establishments continue to obtain ade
quately trained people to fill
the never-ending changes in technology?
This question should be on the minds of every person, particularly educa
tors, associated with printing. High school students have usually two
sources of career information. One, is the guidance counselor; the other
is the individual teacher. The results reported in Category Eight indi
cated that guidance counselors are generally not aware of the requirements
necessary to enter the field of printing.
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The respondents agreed that guidance counselors can hand out printed
career information. However, they disagreed that guidance counselors do
understand printing. The latter statement is of most concern. High
school students .should obtain as much insight as possible into future oc
cupations and vocations. Traditionally, this information was gained by
talking with guidance counselors. Guidance counselors in the high school
do seem to have a great deal of responsibility. Also, they are usually
required to work with far too many students. However, this should not be
an excuse. If guidance counselors serve their students and the community,
they should maintain their knowledge of industry as well as academic
institutions.
The above problem may best be alleviated if each educator performs
his responsibility by offering his students information about the printing
industry. Statement 24 received a strong response indicating that high
school programs must provide career information to students. The groups
felt that the high school printing programs are not doing a good job in
acquainting their students with the industry. Not only in subject matter,
but also in reference to careers.
Probably the most interesting responses were encountered in Category
Nine. Six statements were used to determine which printing process should
be, taught to high school students. Individuals interviewed believed that
all processes needed to be taught in a high school program. Students
should have the advantage of witnessing as many processes and operations
of the industry as possible. Equipment is not necessarily needed to teach
a process. Utilization of the information researched in other categories
of this study may permit educators the avenues for presenting a robust
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program. Printing education, on the high school level, should be an ex
ploratory experience.
This study was limited to nine categories affecting printing educa
tion. The limitations of this study should be expanded into a broader
educational endeavor. However, in summation of the work presented, this
note of concern might be voiced. Printing educators are at the gateway of
a changing and improving world. The method in which teachers and second
ary schools approach this subject may determine whether or not high school
students will be made aware of a potential future for them. The success
of any educational program is measured by the progress of its students.
To date, many printing education programs are static. It is hoped
that the current static stage in which printing education is classified
be changed. Many words have been spoken; words mean little. The individ
ual educators, who dedicate themselves to the betterment of our educa
tional institutions, will now need to stand up and account for their





The recommendations set forth in this study have been derived from
the established categories used to investigate specific areas of interest.
Research data gathered pertaining to the nine categories permits the pres
entation of the following suggested guidelines. It is recommended that
these guidelines be utilized in an attempt to improve printing education.
The results of Category One indicated, that strong support was pre
sented toward the feeling that both a practical and theoretical under
standing of the printing industry is necessary for high school students.
The mean responses showed that the groups supported all the statements .
From the responses in Category One the following guidelines were
developed :
Printing education should present students with a theoretical
as well as a practical understanding of the printing industry,
the operations and processes of the industry, and the compre
hension of a realistic insight to future developments apper
taining to the industry.
Students should have an opportunity to experience the opera
tions involved in the printing industry.
Category Two examined the feasibility of having students work with
available equipment in the laboratory or having the instructor devote
more time to demonstrations of various printing processes and operations.
The responses to the statements used in this category indicated that all
three groups agreed that a combination of students working with available
equipment and instructors giving demonstrations would prove to be most
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advantageous. The high school members strongly felt that students should
work more with available equipment. The following guideline incorporates
the varying responses :
Printing educators must be cognizant of student needs. Educa
tors should design programs which permit students to work with
available equipment. Also, the use of demonstrations as an in
structional teaching technique may endow students with an ex
perience beyond classroom limitations.
The next two guidelines were established from the responses attained
in Category Three. Printing epitomizes the
visual*
communication media,
therefore printing educators should utilize a media of communication in
herent to their field of endeavor. Category Three, concerned with deter
mining whether or not visual aids have a role in printing education, was
well supported by the responses reported permitting the establishment of
the following guidelines :
Printing educators should gather and collect visual materials
from the printing industry.
Visual materials should be looked upon as a cogent teaching
technique and incorporated into the printing program.
Category Four was concerned with the investigation of three related
areas of teaching aids. Each of the areas studied in this category led
the author to believe that the following guidelines are necessary:
Field trips may be used as an avenue to acquaint students with
the printing industry.
The practice of inviting guest speakers from the industry, in
to the classroom is strongly recommended.
Utilizing the learning complex by involving other educators
(for example, the physics, chemistry, or art teacher) can en
able students to see the interrelationship of printing with
other areas of instruction.
Responsibility for paying the cost of printing education has always
been a controversial issue. Category Five was used in an attempt to
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discover various feelings toward this issue. It is recommended that:
Regardless of where the responsibility for support of printing
education is to be placed, either on industry or the school
districts, the school systems should pay the cost of education
if no assistance is offered from local printing industries.
In the same way that textbooks and supplies are needed to teach
English and science classes, supplies and equipment are neces
sary for the success of printing education.
i
Continued education is a must for all teachers . Printing educators
are involved in an ever changing world of technology. Presentation of
modern techniques and concepts are usually reflected by the course out
line which all teachers are required to maintain. The content of a
course outline is related to one's knowledge of the subject. Changing
theories and methods necessitate review and up-dating of such course out
lines. Category Six, established to study this problem, presented re
sults which permitted the writing of the following guideline:
Educators should continuously, on a yearly basis, adjust their
c'ourses of study to maintain an equal level of technical knowl
edge so students can be successful in the printing industry.
Teachers should make every possible attempt to maintain their
technical competence with trade organization membership, read
ing professional and trade publications and continued
further-
ment of their professional education.
In Category Seven, concerned with the teaching of related materials
and the involvement of activities in the high school, strong support was
shown for both of the above concepts. Hence, the following guidelines
were developed :
The vastness of the printing industry can be indicated to stu
dents through the utilization of related materials (for example,
a discussion of paper manufacturing, ink manufacturing, etc.).
Using such materials may broaden the student's horizon beyond
the classroom into a possible career.
Incorporate, where applicable, school activities (such as
school newspaper, literary magazine, etc.) into the educational
learning process of the printing program.
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Career information pertaining to the printing industry needs to be
dispensed to students. The method and/or mode of issuing this informa
tion was examined by Category Eight. Responses to all three statements
in this category offered favorable results, thus permitting the inclusion
of the following guideline:
Present information which will allow students to become aware
of possible, future employment in the printing industry.
Many educators ask, to which printing processes should high school
students be exposed? Printing processes believed necessary for students
to understand were organized into the statements used to investigate Cat
egory Nine. Responses to the statements indicated that the individuals
interviewed felt that the various printing processes stated in the study
should be included in a printing program. The investigation of the dif
ferent printing processes need not be a practical operation. The presen
tation of examples and the use of discussions may allow students to become
familiar with the various processes. The responses gathered in this cat
egory helped to establish the following recommended guideline:
Printing instructors need to put forth every effort to be cer
tain that the major printing processes, (offset lithography,
letterpress, gravure, flexography, screen printing and electro
static printing) are presented to students enrolled in high
school programs.
As printing education evolves, a transformation toward a broader
printing program, stressing graphic reproduction technology is needed. A
final recommendation is presented in an attempt to illustrate the culmina
tion of opinions and attitudes of the individuals interviewed about
printing education programs:
Give students a well-rounded, broad-base program from which
they can expand future personal horizons. Expose students to
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different and meaningful experiences which will in turn allow
them to attain insight into the printing industry.
No program can be expected to solve all the problems confronting
education. Printing teachers must create their own programs with respect
to the needs of their students . The work presented in this thesis is on
ly a beginning to the never-ending challenge to create, organize, improve
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1. High school students studying
printing need to obtain a prac
tical understanding of the proc
esses used in the printing in
dustry.
2. Audio-visual materials are dif
ficult to incorporate into a
printing program.
3. Students should have more "hands
on"
practice with equipment.
4. Meaningful learning in printing
classes cannot take place un
less industry donates equipment
and/or money to purchase equip
ment and supplies.
5. It would be advantageous to expose
students to guest speakers from
the printing industry.
6. Courses of study need to be
constantly reviewed and up-dated
yearly .
7. High school guidance counselors
have a good understanding of the
printing industry and can offer
career information to students.
8. Due to the technical nature of
the subject, xerographic prin
ciples would confuse students,
therefore, this process should
















9. Having resource people from the
industry come into your class and
speak with your students about
careers in the industry is a good
procedure .
10. Other programs of instruction,
(such as yearbook, school news
paper, literary magazine, etc.)
should be incorporated into a
high school printing program.
11. Students benefit from a theo
retical understanding of the
printing industry.
12. Demonstrations should be used
extensively in printing educa
tion.
13. The printing industry provides
information to produce visual
aids.
14. High schools are doing a good
job acquainting their students
to the printing industry.
15. School districts should improve
their own printing programs with
out the assistance of the print
ing industry.
16. Offset printing, being the major
printing process (according to
1969 gross sales) , should be the

















17. Student involvement in practical
printing applications, is needed
in high school programs.
18. Color separation theory is too in
volved for high school students to
understand, therefore it should
not be taught in a high school
printing class.
19. Gathering visual materials (slides,
charts, transparencies, etc.) from
the printing industry should be a
common practice.
20. Having students working in the
lab is more beneficial then giving
a demonstration to the class.
21. Related materials (for example, a
discussion of paper manufacturing,
ink manufacturing, etc.) are very
useful for students enrolled in
printing classes.
22. Since letterpress printing is
diminishing in use as a printing
process, it should not be taught.
23. Teachers from different depart
ments in the high school should
be brought into the printing lab
to discuss the applications of
their subject areas to the print
ing industry.
24. High school printing programs
should provide information per
taining to career possibilities

















25. Printing educators should continue
to improve their knowledge of mod




26. Because of its limited use in print
ing, the gravure process need not be
taught to high school students.
27. On the high school level, the learn
ing of concepts (understanding a
process) is not important for the
student.
28. Screen process printing, because
of its limited use, should not be
taught.
29. Printing, being a skilled trade,
should be taught so that students
become accomplished craftsmen.
30. Because of the special equipment
needed, flexography should not be
taught to high school students.
31. Photographic theory need not be
taught in a high school printing
program.
32. To make the high school printing
experience more meaningful, educa
tors should only teach printing
processes that are directly re
lated to the available equipment
in their classroom.
33. Field trips to printing firms can
be replaced with a good discussion
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ments HS RIT IND MEAN
1 4.5 4.9 4.2 4.53
2 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.53
3 4.6 4.3 3.2 4.03
4 2.7 2.9 2.2 2.60
5 4.1 4.3 4.7 4.36
6 4.4 4.9 4.5 4.60
7 2.0 .1.4 2.2 1.86
8 2.6 2.0 2.2 2.26
9 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.46
10 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.03
11 3.7 3.8 4.5 4.00




14 2.9 2.6 2.2 2.56
15 2.9 2.8 2.5 2.73
16 1.6 1.2 1.7 1.50
17 4.7 4.9 4.3 3.63
18 2.2 1.7 1.5 1.80
19 4.1 4.0 4.3 4.13
20 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.. 56
21 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.26
22 1.5 2.0 1.7 1.73
23 4.3 4.0 4.2 4.16
24 4.6 4.9 5.0 4.83
25 4.8 4.9 4.8 4.83
26 2.4 1.4 1.7 1.83
27 1.6 1.1 1.3 1.33
28 2.1 1.3 1.7 1.70
29 2.7 1.6 2.3 2.20
30 2.8 1.7 1.8 2.10
31 1.9 1.4 1.7 1.66
32 2.0 1.5 1.5 1.66
33 1.3 . 1.4 1.7 1.46
APPENDIX F
RESULTS OF A t-test USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR
NOT A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE EXISTS BETWEEN
THE INDUSTRIAL MEMBERS AVERAGE SCORE
AND THE RIT FACULTY MEMBERS AVERAGE SCORE
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State
ments IND X s u s/V n t
1 4.2 1.1690 4.55 .4772 -.7335
2 1.7 1.0328 1.60 . .4216 .2372
3 3.2 .9832 3.75 .4014 -1.3702
4 2.2 .9832 2.55 .4014 -.8719
5 4.7 .5164 4.. 50 .2108 .9488
6 4.5 .8367 4.70 .3416 -.5855
7 2.2 .7528 1.80 .3073 1.3017
8 2.2 .9832 2.10 .4014 .2491
9 4.5 .5477 4.50
'
.2236 0.0000
10 4.0 .6325 4.00 .2585. 0.0000
11 4.5 .5477 4.15 .2236 1.5653
12 4.3 .5164 4.35 .2108 -.2372
13 3.5 .8367 3.30 .3416 .5855
14 2.2 .7528 2.40 .3073 -.6508
15 2.5 1.0490 2.65 .4283 -.3502
16 1.7 .8165 1.45 .3333 .7499
17 4.3 .5164 4.60 .2108 "-1.4232
18 1.5 .5477 1.60 .2236 -.4472
19 4.3 .5164 4.15 .2108 .7116
20 3.7 .8165 3.60 .3333 .2994
21 4.5 .5477 4.40 .2236 .4472
22 1.7 .8164 1.85 .3333 -.4501
23
4.2-
.7527 4.10 .3073 .3254
24 5.0 .0000 4.95 .0000 .0000
25 4.8 .4081 4.85 .1666 -.3001
26 1.7 1.2110 1.55 .4944 .3034
27 1.3 .5163 1.20 .2108
.4744
28 1.7 .8165 1.50 .3333 .5999
29 2.3 .8^65 1.95 .3333 1.0498
30 1.8 .4082 1.75 .1666
.3001
31 1.7 1.2111 1.55 .4944 .3034
32 1.5 .5477 1.50 .2236
0.0000
33 1.7 .5164 1.55 .2108 .7116
APPENDIX G
RESULTS OF A t-test USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR
NOT A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE EXISTS BETWEEN
THE RIT FACULTY MEMBERS AVERAGE SCORE
AND THE HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATORS AVERAGE SCORE
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State
ments RIT X s u s/V n t
1 4.9 .3162 4.70 .0999
2.0020**
2 1.5 .7071 1.45 .2236 .2236
3 4.3 .8232 4.45 .2603 .5763
4 2.9 1.3702 2.80
'
.4333 .2307
5 4.3 .6749 4.20 .2134 .4686
6 4.9 .3162 4.65 .0999
2.5025*
7 1.4 .5163 1.70 .1633
8 2.0 1.2471 2.30 . . .3934 -.7606
9 4.5 .5269 4. .45 .1666 -.3001
10 4.0 1.1550 4.05 .3652 -.1369
11 3.8 .7888 3.75 .2494 .2005
12 4.4 .9661 4.30 .3055 .3273
13 3.1 1.1010 3.05 .3482 .1436
14 2.6 .8433 2.75 .2667 .5624
15 2.8 1.6193 2.85 .5121 .0976
16 1.2 .4215 1.40 .1333 -1.5003
17 4.9 .3162 4.80 .0999 1.0010
18 1.7 .9488 1.95 .3000 .8333
19 4.0 .9428 4.05 .2981 -.1677
20 3.5 .8498 3.50 .2687 .0000
21 4.3 .9487 4.15 .3000 .8333
22 2.0 1.4142 1.75 .4472 .5590
23 4.0 1.0541 4.15 .3333 -.4500
24 4.9 .3162 . 4.75 .0999 1.5015
25 4.9 .3162 4.85 .0999 .5005
26 1.4 .5164 1.90 .1633
27 1.1 .3162 1.35 .0999 -.7906
28 1.3 .4830 1.70 .1527
29 1.6 .8433 2.15 .2667
30 1.7 .6749 2.25 .2134
31 1.4 .9661 1.65 .3055 -.8183
32 1.5 .5270 1.75 .1666 -1.5006
33 1.4 .5164 1.35 . 1633
.3062
*Significant difference at an Alpha level of .05
**Significant difference at an Alpha level of .10
APPENDIX H
RESULTS OF A t-test USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR
NOT A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE EXISTS BETWEEN
THE HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATORS AVERAGE SCORE
AND. THE INDUSTRIAL MEMBERS AVERAGE SCORE
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State
ments HS X s u s/V n t
1 4.5 .7071 4.35 .2236 .6708
2 1.4 .5164 1.55 .1633 -.9186
3 4.6 .6991 3.90 .2211
3.1650*
4 2.7 1.5670 2.45
'
.4955 .5045
5 4.1 .8756 4.40 .2769 -1.0834
6 4.4 .6991 4.45 .2211 -.226.1
7 2.0 1.3330 2.10 .4215 -.2372
8 2.6 1.2650 2.40 .4000 , .5000
9 4.4 .6991 4.45 .2211 -.2261
10 4.1 1.2867 4.05 .4069 .1229
11 3.7 .4830 4.10 .1527
-2.6195*
12 4.2 .9189 4.25 .2906 -.1721
13 3.3 1.1595 3.40 .3666 -.2728
14 2.9 1.1972 2.55 .3786 .9245
15 2.9 1.3702 2.70 .4333 .4616
16 1.6 .5163 1.65 .1633 .-.3062
17 4.7 .4830 4.50 .1527 1.3100
18 2.2 1.3165 1.85 .4163 .8407
19 4.1 .8756 4.20 .2769
-.3611
20 3.5 1.3539 3.60 .4281 -.2336
21 4.0 .8164 4.25 .2582 -.9682
22 1.5 .5269 1.60 .1666
-.6002
23 4.3 .8232 4.25 .2603
.1921
24 4.6 .5163 4.80 .1632
-1.2255
25 4.8 .4215 4.80 .1333
.0000
26 2.4 1.0749 2.05 .3399
1.0297
27 1.6 .6991 1.45 .2211
.6784
28 2.1 .8756 1.90 .2769
.7223
29 2.7 1.6364 2.50
'
.5175 .3865
30 2.8 1.0328 2.30 .3266
1.5309**
31 1.9 1.2867 1.80 .4069
.2458
32 2.0 .9423 1.75 .2980
.8389
33 1.3 .3493 1.50
.1105
*Significant difference at an Alpha level of .05
**Significant difference at an Alpha level of . 10
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APPENDIX I
RESULTS OF A t-test USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR
NOT A. SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE EXISTS BETWEEN
THE INDUSTRIAL MEMBERS AVERAGE SCORE
AND THE HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATORS AVERAGE SCORE
State
ments IND X s u s/V n t
1 4.2 1.1690 4.35 .4772 -.3143
2 1.7 . 1.0328 1.55 .4216 .3558
3 3.2 .9832 3.90
'
.4014 -1.7439
4 2.2 .9832 2.45 .4014 -.6228
5 4.7 .5164 4.40 .2108 1.4232
6 4.5 .8367 4.45 .3416 -.1464
7 2.2 .7528 2.10 .3073 . 3254
8 2.2 .9832 2.40 .4013 -.4984
9 4.5 .5477 4.45
"
.2236 -.2236
10 4.0 .6325 4.05 .2582 -.1937
11 4.5 .5477 4.10 .2236 1.7889
12 4.3 .5164 4.25 .2108 .2372
13 3.5 .8367 3.40 .3416 .2927
14 2.2 .7528 2.55 .3073 -1.1390
15 2.5 1.0490 2.70 .4283 -.4669
16 1.7 .8165 1.65 .3334 .1499
17 4.3 .5164 4.50 .2108 .9488
18 1.5 .5477 1.85 .2236 -1.5650
19 4.3 .5164 4.20 .2108 .4744
20 3.7 .8165 3.60 .3334 .3000
21 4.5 .5477 4.25 .2236 1.1181
22 1.7 .8164 1.60 .3333 .3000
23 4.2 .7527 4.25 .3073 .1627
24 5.0 .0000 4.80 .0000
.0000
25 4.8 .4081 4.80 .1666 .0000
26 1.7 1.2110 2.05 .4944 .7079
27 1.3 .5163 1.45 .2108
.7116
28 1.7 .8165 1.90 .3333
.6000
29 2.3 .8165 2.50 .3333
.6000
30 1.8 .4082 2.30 .1666
31 1.7 1.2111 1.80 .4944
-.2023
32 1.5 .5477 1.75 .2236
-1.1181
33 1.7 .5164 1.50 .2108
.9488
*Significant difference at an Alpha level of ,05
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APPENDIX J
RESULTS OF A t-test USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR
NOT A. SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE EXISTS BETWEEN
THE RIT FACULTY MEMBERS AVERAGE SCORE
AND THE INDUSTRIAL MEMBERS AVERAGE SCORE
State
ments RIT X s u s/V n t
1 4.9 .3162 4.55 .0999
3.5035*
2 1.5 .7071 1.60 .2236 -.4472
3 4.3 .8232 3.75 .2603
2.1130**
4 2.9 1.3702 2.55 , .4333 .8078
5 4.3 .6749 4.50 .2134 -.9372
6 4.9 .3162 4.70 .0999
2.0020**
7 1.4 .5163 1.80 .1633
-2.4495*
8 2.0 1.2471 2.10 .3944 -.2536
9 4.5 .5269 4.50
-
.1666 .0000
10 4.0 1.1550 4.t)0 .3652 .0000
11 3.8 .7888 4.15 .2494 -1.4034
12 4.4 .9661 4.35 .3055 .1637
13 3.1 1.1010 3.30 .3482 -.5744
14 2.6 .8433 2.40 .2666 .7502
15 2.8 1.6193 2.65 .5121 .2929
16 1.2 .4215 1.45 .1333
17 4.9 .3162 4.60 .0999 -
3.0030*
18 1.7 .9488 1.60 .3000 .3333
19 4.0 .9428 4.15 .2981 -.5032
20 3.5 .8498 3.60 .2687 -.3722
21 4.3 .9487 4.40 .3000 -.3333
22 2.0 1.4142 1.85 .4472 .1061
23 4.0 1.0541 4.10 .3333 -.3003
24 4.9 .3162 4.95 .0999 -.5005
25 4.9 .3162 4.85 .0999 .5005
26 1.4 .5164 1.55 .1633 -.9186
27 1.1 .3162 1.20 .0999 -1.0010
28 1.3 .4830 1.50 .1527 -1.3098
29 1.6 .8433 1.95 .2667 -1.3123
30 1.7 .6749 1.-75 .2134 -.2343
31 1.4 .9661 1.55 .3055 -.4910
32 1.5 .5270 1.50 .1666 .0000
33 1.4 .5164 1.55 .1633 -.9186
*Significant difference at an Alpha level of .05
**Significant difference at an Alpha level of .10
APPENDIX K
RESULTS OF A t-test USED TO DETERMINE WHETHER OR
NOT A 'SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE EXISTS BETWEEN
THE HIGH SCHOOL EDUCATORS AVERAGE SCORE




HS X s u s/V n t
1 4.5 .7071 4.70 .2236 -.8945
2 1.4 .5164 1.45 .1633 -.3062
3 4.6 .6991 4.45 .2211 .6784
4 2.7 1.5670 2.80 .4955 -.2018
5 4.1 .8756 4.20 .0876 -1.1416
6 4.4 .6991 4.65 .2211 -.9046
7 2.0 1.3330 1.70 .4215 .7117
8 2.6 1.2650 2.30 .4000 .7500
9 4.4 .6991 4.45 .2211 -.2261
10 4.1 1.2867 4.05 .4069 .1229
11 3.7 .4830 3.75 .1527 -.3274
12 4.2 .9189 4.30 .2906 -.3441
13 3.3 1.1595 3.05 .3666 .6819
14 2.9 1.1972 2.75 .3786 .3962
15 2.9 1.3702 2.85 .4333 .1154
16 1.6 .5163 1.40 .1633 1.2247
17 4.7 .4830 4.80 .1527 -.6549
18 2.2 1.3165 1.95 .4163 .6005
19 4.1 .8756 4.05 .2769 .1806
20 3.5 1.3539 3.50 .4281 .0000
21 4.0 .8164 4.15 .2582 -.5810
22 1.5 .5269 1.75 .1666 -1.5006
23 4.3 .8232 4.15 .2603 .5763
.24 4.6 .5163 4.75 .1632 .91-91
.25
4.8 .4215 4.85 .1333 .3751
26 2.4 1.0749 1.90 .3399 1.4710
27 1.6 .6991 1.35 .2211 1.1307
28 2.1 .8756 1.70 .2769 1.4446
29 2.7 1.6364 2.15 .5175 1.0628
30 2.8 1.0328 2.25 .3266 1.6840
31 1.9 1.2867 1.65 .4069 .6144
32 2.0 .9423 1.75 .2980 .8389
33 1.3 .3493 1.35 .1105 -.4525
